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Motivation

•ΛCDM fails to explain observed properties of galaxies and

cluster of galaxies

•Missing Satellites Problem

•Cores vs Cusps

•Pure Disk Galaxies

•Merger-free galaxies

•Where is the WIMP?



Motivation

•Warm dark matter (WDM) provides the best alternative to cold dark matter

(CDM) candidates since it can be tested with astrophysical observations on

small scales where the CDM model is challenged.

•WDM has a non-negligible velocity dispersion which dampens the small scale

fluctuation spectrum and sets a phase space limit to cosmic structures.

•More recently we have seen renewed interest in warm dark matter since a

candidate may occur naturally within extensions to the standard model of

particle physics.

•The sterile neutrino can explain some key physical phenomena including

neutrino oscillations, the dark matter and the baryon asymmetry of the universe.



Simulating the Warm Dark Matter  - The Challenges

• How to treat the particles?

• How to cut the power spectrum?

• What about velocities ? The impact of velocity disperson.

• How to compare WDM sims with CDM sims and observations

• Resolution and softening

• Fragmentation 

• Structure formation and its hidden treasures

• Halo internal structure

• The trustworthy factor and the catch 22
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Simulating the WDM…

Viel et. Al 2005Bode, Turok, and Ostriker (2001)





Assumptions in determining the core radius:

Isothermal spheres

Liouville – Phase space density (PSD) is conserved

Pauli exclusion principle

PSD constant as mixing occurs

Velocity dispersion in central halo = constant 

Density profile in central halo = constant



Constraints on the core radius of Fornax as a function of the
central phase-space density and maximum circular velocity derived
from the velocity dispersion profile

Strigari et al 2006



CATCH 22





How to cook a big core...

Unfortunately, proper KeV simulations+baryons haven‘t been performed yet.

If one tunes it for solving the missing satellites problem looses the core 

and vice-versa

Another Catch 22

Simulations of CDM+gas+AGN feedback+star formation fine-tuned

<<There is no evidence for any dark matter core formation in our simulations,
even so they include repeated baryonic outflows by supernova-driven winds and
black hole quasar feedback.>>





Mildly non-linear regions at z=3 in CDM and WDM (200ev)

i.e. overdensities between 1 and 5 w.r.t. mean



Virialised regions at z=3 in CDM and WDM (200ev)

i.e. overdensities higher than 100 w.r.t. mean
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Miller 1964 – Tracks of the 
separation of phase points

Why velocities?



No velocities Velocities



Simulations details: 2.72x105 Mo / particle 
355 pc spline gravitational softening
WMAP7 cosmological parameters
z=100 initial redshift



• During the early stages one sees the formation of well contoured
filaments.

• In the higher density regions, usually situated at the intersection of
such filaments, the first halos are formed through gravitational
collapse. These halos continue growing into larger ones by accreting
particles from the disrupted filaments.

• In medium density regions, haloes show a hierarchical formation
trend. Small haloes collapse first and then merge into bigger haloes.

• In less dense regions, the ones isolated by voids and have a very
slow evolution, we have observed filaments that collapse very late.
The top down formed halo survives without any mergers until
redshift zero.

• Finally there is the more complex scenario in which we observe large
haloes formed earlier which merge together.



The movies…

obswww.unige.ch/~paduroiu
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Liang Gao & Tom Theuns, Science sept 2007





“Low” resolution “High” resolution “High” resolution

Large Softening









CONCLUSIONS and COMPLICATIONS

 Formation of haloes in WDM models differs from CDM.  Top-Down, Hierarchical, 
Grid Down. Looking at high redshift galaxies for T-D memory.

 The exact recipe for structure formation seems to depend only on the “topology”of 
the environment

☼ Q uantum Pressure;  Baryons and their physics

 The finite initial fine grained PSD is also a maximum of coarse grained PSD.

 The turn over in PSD results in constant density core with characteristic size.

 Spurious fragmentation below the free streaming scale hard to overcome – in case 
of infinite resolution a filament collapses into a two dimensional line

$$ Adaptive softening?

 Warm dark matter haloes contain visible caustics and shells.




